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PETER DIXON ARPS APAGB DPAGB 

M 
y first camera was gifted 

to me by my parents one 

Christmas when probably about 

eight years of age, a Kodak 127, 

unfortunately none of the photo-

graphs or negatives have sur-

vived, it would have been inter-

esting to see if I had more talent 

then (assuming I have any) than 

now (a resounding yes no doubt 

will echo throughout the federa-

tion). 

The earliest recollection of any 

form of interest in serious pho-

tography was while still at school 

during the time I was involved 

with The Duke of Edinburgh 

Award scheme. 

A small group of students were given a series of darkroom demonstrations by 

our art teacher in the science lab, this stayed with me for many years until I 

eventually built my own darkroom some 20 years later. Drawing/painting birds 

(the feathered kind) was my main hobby then and my project for the D of E 

Award. My interest in photography waned somewhat during my later teen years 

when interest in the unfeathered kind of birds took hold and led to Jenny and 

me marrying in 1970. My first affair with an SLR camera (Zenith B) took place 

about the same time as our marriage, I'm sure that was the third person in our 

relationship because it went everywhere with us. 

Club photography didn't arrive in my life until the early eighties when along with 

my dearly departed pal Eric Bennett we formed De La Rue CC later to become 

Tyneside CC. At about that time Ken Henderson invited us to join Washington 
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NTCC and still to this day enjoy many friendships and love to visit when ever 

possible either as a guest speaker or just a friend of WNTCC. The love of mono-

chrome prints/printing was almost immediate when I got involved with club 

photography, meeting people like Ken, Arnold Hubbard, Leo Palmer and Les 

McLean (too numerous to name all) lit a flame that still burns as bright today as 

ever (please don't tell anyone I did a colour print the other day). I can still re-

member the magic as the image appeared in the tray, my first masterpiece or so 

I thought until Les taught me how to print properly on one of his many dark-

room courses that Eric and I attended, then my world changed forever, I was in-

vited to join the Imprint Group with Frank Bewick, Roy Elwood, David Hall, Alan 

Fowler and Cliff Tweats. Many exhibitions and monthly meetings in each others 

houses provided a great platform/forum to improve ones photography in a non 

competitive atmosphere and of course cement great friendships (we still meet, 

less often and now down to four members). 

As the years rolled on I became more and more involved with the admin side of 

club life, serving in just about every capacity within the clubs that I was a mem-

ber of (I joined Whickham PC in the early nineties). Lecturing became an impor-

tant part of my photographic life and I have visited most of the clubs in the fed-

eration. I think it was about 1985 when I got involved with the NCPF, first as an 

elected member on the committee then eventually as competition secretary, a 

position held for a number of years. In 2004 an Associateship was awarded with 

the Photographic Alliance of Great Britain for services given to photography. I 

was immensely proud of receiving this award as it had been sponsored by my 

own federation. Some time around 1995 I was accepted into The Royal Photo-

graphic Society as an Associate and awarded a Distinction by The Photographic 

Alliance of Great Britain. 

Now retired from work I spend more time than ever enjoying this wonderful 

hobby of ours and still love giving talks to clubs/societies, meeting up with old 

friends and making new ones. Now the digital age is well and truly upon us more 

and more folks are enjoying club photography and enjoying the experience of 

printing out their own masterpieces. Looking back to my early years little did I 

realise that this would be such a wonderful and spectacular journey. It doesn't 

seem that long ago when Bert Snell fretted over how he would tell his good 

friend Arnold he'd gone digital, now we are all at it and long may it continue. 

 


